FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

nGenx Selects IndependenceIT Cloud Workspace Suite® for Flexible,
Easy-to-Use Application and Desktop Service Delivery
Hosted Desktop Pioneer and 2014 Citrix Partner Visionary Partner Award Winner Chooses Cloud
Workspace Suite for Automated Workflow, Service Orchestration and Deployment Flexibility
Boston, MA – (December 2, 2014) IndependenceIT, a leading software provider of simplified IT
management solutions for application and DaaS delivery, today announced that nGenx has
standardized on the company’s Cloud Workspace Suite® (CWS) for hosted desktop delivery
services. A category leader in hosted desktop delivery, nGenx was recently named a Citrix
Partner Visionary Award Winner for 2014 and a Microsoft Partner of the Year finalist. CWS will
serve as the foundation for nGenx nFinity Workspace*, XP Apps Hosting* and nGenx Line of
Business Apps Hosting* for faster deployment and simplified management at a lower overall
cost.
nGenx is a pioneer in cloud-based application-enabled desktop delivery with more than ten
thousand customer seats deployed globally. The company provides a range of cloud computing
solutions with inherent geographic diversity to meet service provider and end-user
requirements. nGenx manages operations across SSAE16/SOC certified datacenters, assuring
all customers that processes and facilities are tested and secure.
nGenx will leverage CWS throughout its public cloud infrastructure and make it available to
white label partners and agent programs. CWS will serve as the foundation of nGenx nFinity
Workspace, XP Apps Hosting and Line of Business Apps Hosting solutions, delivered through
the nGenx partner ecosystem as a white label service. The nGenx service portfolio is ideal for
end-customers ranging from small and medium businesses (SMBs) to large enterprises.
The Cloud Workspace Suite is an integrated, hypervisor-agnostic services enablement platform
that delivers applications and desktops-as-a-service (DaaS) to users anywhere, anytime and on
any device. With the deployment of CWS, nGenx will easily provision, manage and monitor
complete workspaces in the cloud for customers of any size or region. With the cloud-based
solution, users can access Windows desktops, business and productivity applications, and
complete corporate IT systems – all without compromising security, performance or control.
“We chose IndependenceIT’s platform for its broad device compatibility, simplified workflow
automation and infrastructure/hypervisor agnostic approach. This has provided us with
enhanced datacenter flexibility and will positively impact our ability to meet customer needs,”
said John (JD) Helms, CEO, nGenx. “By leveraging our award winning desktop and application
virtualization services in conjunction with CWS, nGenx will continue to outpace the market in
both sales and customers satisfaction.”

CWS is software that allows IT administrators to rapidly orchestrate and provision all elements
necessary for automated, multi-platform, hypervisor/device agnostic workspaces for use with
public, private or hybrid-cloud IT environments. The software offers a robust API set for ease of
integration with existing customer infrastructure and business support tools, simplifying
deployment while speeding time to market. The latest generation software features rapid
automated single/multi-tenant virtual data center deployment, remote data center orchestration,
server system and network automation and reporting/systems security upgrades for high
volume provisioning, automated Active Directory management, application installation workflow,
dynamic user environmental control and more.
“We are pleased to partner with nGenx as they are a category leader in DaaS,” said Seth
Bostock, CEO, IndependenceIT. “The Cloud Workspace Suite serves the nGenx vision of
simplified IT Management, from initial deployment through production use without the
complexity or costs of alternative solutions.”
Availability
CWS enabled solutions by nGenx will become generally available in late Q4, 2014. Parties
interested in learning more about nGenx solutions are directed to contact nGenx at 888-6964369 or visit www.ngenx.com. Parties interested in learning more about CWS by
IndependenceIT are invited to visit www.independenceit.com or call 888-299-4552.
Tweet This: @nGenxCloud Standardizes on @IndependenceIT Cloud Workspace Suite for
App/Desktop Delivery Services – http://goo.gl/CAYbv7 - #Cloud
Resources:
View Cloud Workspace Suite Video at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0pi5pc-W21U
Contact independenceIT Today to Schedule a Free Demo at:
http://www.independenceit.com/contact-us/general/
Follow independenceIT on Twitter at: https://twitter.com/independenceIT
Visit independenceIT at: http://www.independenceit.com
About IndependenceIT
IndependenceIT's Cloud Workspace is a desktop-as-as service software platform that allows
service providers and IT departments to deploy complete workspaces in the cloud, delivering
Windows desktops, business and productivity applications, and a complete back-office system
to users anywhere, anytime, on any device, and provisioned and managed with the same ease
and flexibility.
Cloud Workspace allows organizations to support mobile, distributed workers, embrace BYOD
as a corporate strategy, and increase responsiveness and service quality, all without
compromise to security, performance or control. ISVs use the power of our platform to transform
their business into a SaaS model without expensive redevelopment efforts, while VARs and
service providers leverage Cloud Workspace's white-label capabilities and API to seamlessly
integrate DaaS solutions into their service portfolios and management and provisioning
systems.

About nGenx
Founded in 2000, nGenx is a pioneer of Hosted Virtual Desktop and cloud-based application
delivery. nGenx works with strategic partners such as Microsoft, Citrix, Intuit and others to
develop hosted IT applications provided via the cloud. Through its cutting-edge technology,
nGenx enables organizations to access their business applications on any device, anywhere
business may be conducted. In 2014, nGenx was recognized by both Microsoft and Citrix for its
leadership in the industry: Microsoft | Citrix. nGenx markets its solutions through both white
label and agency programs supported by its nGenx control panel, a single pane-of-glass
provisioning system that allows partners and enterprise customers complete control over their IT
environments. For more information, visit Why nGenx.
###
*A trademark or trade name of an entity other than IndependenceIT
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